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REORIENTING HR TO
CREATE THE EMPLOYEE
EXPERIENCE
How simplification of core HR
service delivery is the prime catalyst

Executive Summary
Massive changes have happened in the workplace over the past few decades, including globalization, the
virtualization of work, and most recently, the consumerization of technology, which have opened up new markets
and poised companies for great expansion. However, these very same factors bring challenges to supporting the
workforce that will need to be resolved to achieve new business results.
Alongside these workplace changes, the very nature of the workforce is shifting, with five generations currently
working in some capacity. Significant demographic shifts will force companies to adjust to widely different career
plans, priorities, capabilities, and expectations of employment from people and this means the day-to-day support
as well as services provided throughout employee tenures as contributors will also have to change.
Unfortunately, the business function most likely to help businesses adapt to these changes – human resources
(HR) – has been plagued by compliance-driven duties and reactive, risk clean up tasks as their businesses forged
ahead in this new era. Yet businesses cannot let administrative tasks take top spot on HR’s or any worker’s priority
list if they want to be successful attracting and delighting customers.
Everyone focusing on the customer can teach companies a valuable lesson: just as marketing professionals drove
watersheds in new business growth by addressing the customer experience, HR can do the same by focusing on its
“customer” and improve the employee experience. CHROs today need to acknowledge, own, and actively design a
new superior employee experience or increasingly face worker distraction, dissatisfaction, and defection.
Through primary survey research with workers, formal assessments of delivery models and providers, and
interviews with early adopters of employee experience-driven HR transformation, this paper outlines sound
service delivery principles that should allow workers to focus on what is truly productive, drives performance, and
delivers value. It also provides key recommendations to help drive the operational and organizational change to
achieve these results.
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Introduction
In 1748, the U.S. diplomat Benjamin Franklin published the
adage: “Remember that TIME is Money” in his paper “Advice to
a Young Tradesman, Written by an Old One.” At the time, he
was trying to educate a day laborer about the value of his time
at work in addition to the costs of doing things other than
productive work.
Economists now refer to this concept as “opportunity cost.” Opportunity cost is the calculation of lost value of a
forgone option when someone chooses between mutually exclusive alternatives given limited resources.
More than two and a half centuries later, Franklin’s advice holds true for today’s worker as well, but while Franklin
was concerned about the costs of workers’ deliberate “diversions” or “idleness,” this paper examines the cost of
workers’ unproductive time in the workplace today.
Over the past decade, the majority of organizations have made many choices to increase the productivity of HR
delivery – like they have in other operational areas such as information technology (IT) and finance – by adopting
automation and outsourcing of processes. However, many did not adequately calculate the aggregate effect of
these decisions to create a poor employee experience and its impact on overall workforce productivity and
performance.
HfS quantitative and qualitative workforce research has shown a collective negative impact of disparate
technologies, poor integration of point solutions, and unrealistic expectations of self-service adoption on
employee engagement and productivity. By extension, this has had a material impact companies’ employee
engagement, customer satisfaction, and ultimately top-line growth.
This study investigates the context and causes of poor employee experience in support services and solutions
today. It also provides recommendations to companies looking to optimize company performance through new
approaches to human resources administration and automation that focus on the employee experience.
As many companies look to revisit and reinvigorate methods to empower employees to help support new market
growth and product expansion initiatives, it should provide a timely set of data points and service delivery
principles that resonate in the modern world of work.
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The Workplace has Changed
th

st

Whether the 18 century or the 21 , time is precious to all people, particularly those that need to make a living
using their time and talents. In today’s workplace, time may be the last variable resource that individuals have at
their disposal, as many budgets are capped, full-time hiring is often frozen, and executives exhort: do more with
less!
In spite or perhaps in light of these constraints, workers’ time is being siphoned off by activities that do not help
them get the real work done that drives business growth. HfS workforce research shows that 80% of traditional
1
workers spend 25% or more of their time on administrative as opposed to strategic activities.
Exhibit 1: Administrative Tasks Consume Majority of Workers' Time
On average, how do you divide your time between routine administrative tasks and strategic / high-value tasks?
Time spent on Administrative Tasks
75-100%
13%

<25%
20%

50-75%
31%
25-50%
36%
Source: HfS Research, Note: N=4,754
Massive changes have happened in the workplace over the past few decades, including globalization, the
virtualization of work, and most recently, the consumerization of technology, which have opened up new markets
and poised companies for great expansion. However, these very same factors each bring a unique challenge to
supporting today’s workforce that will need to be resolved to achieve new boundless business results.

1

Power to the People: Practical Perspectives on the Workplace. A Global Study on Employee Engagement across
the Extended Enterprise. HfS Research, December 2013.
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Globalization
The expansion of developed economies’ trade into new
regions is nothing new, but the growth of businesses that
serve markets worldwide accelerated in the past few
decades. In 2000, the International Monetary Fund
defined globalization as “the increasing integration of
economies around the world, particularly through trade
and financial flows. The term sometimes also refers to
the movement of people (labor) and knowledge
2
(technology) across international borders.
The latter aspect of globalization was inevitable given the
increase in trade and commerce, however in the quest to
serve the global customer; few companies gave strategic
consideration to how they would serve their employees in support of that customer. As money flowed across
international borders, people and technology followed, but not always at the same pace and ease of transfer.
Consider global payroll. Given regulatory restrictions and requirements on income taxes, benefits, and duty of care
in privacy, safety, and fairness in the workplace, companies face complex challenges processing payroll in every
country they may operate today. Out of necessity, many firms looked to third-party service providers to meet their
3
needs, but no single payroll provider could cover the globe effectively until very recently.
This reality resulted in the very challenging human resources responsibility to cobble together in-country or
regional solutions and service providers as their businesses have expanded. Too often they had to react quickly on
short notice as local sales and operational leaders made business decisions impacting workers with no real
understanding of regulatory requirements and ramifications to the overall employee experience.

Virtualization
In addition to globalization, the advent of long-distance network communications, particularly the proliferation of
the Internet, made not just sales but business operations possible over long distances. It ushered in the era of
working “virtually,” in a home office, when traveling, or simply away from traditional stations.
The ability to work long distance also enabled large-scale business process outsourcing (BPO), including moving
work “off-shore” from developed countries to take advantage of lower workforce costs in developing regions, an
approach known as “labor arbitrage.” Many companies took advantage of this approach to reduce back office

2

Globalization: Threats or Opportunity? IMF Publications, April 2000.
Multi-tower Human Resources Outsourcing (HRO): Rewards, Remuneration, and Recognition – The Foundation of Workforce
Support Services. HfS Research, February 2014.

3
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functional expenses in areas like finance, procurement, information technology (IT) and HR to varying degrees of
4
success.
Many early adopters of outsourcing found that not thinking through the technology support and staff experience
on both sides of outsourcing engagements precluded much value beyond immediate cost take-out from labor
arbitrage. These issues have been exacerbated by the last area of the “virtualization” of work, a shift to hosted
software delivery in “the cloud.”
The cloud promises companies economies of scale benefits and functional efficiency through the delivery of
software as a service (SaaS) and “virtualized” data storage techniques, alongside a constant stream of application
innovation. Over the last decade, many business functions such as sales and recruiting took advantage of SaaS to
get access to the latest capabilities that their centralized (or often outsourced) IT department may not have
prioritized to deliver. This has added to the plethora of solutions employees are being asked to adopt today.

Consumerization
Given the proliferation of SaaS, widespread adoption of the Internet, and the explosion in mobile device use,
people are constantly interacting with software applications or “apps” in their personal lives, which is influencing
the expectations of software and support in the workplace. While businesses primarily drove the desktop personal
computing (PC) adoption revolution, the consumerization of technology is the concept that individuals are
demanding more user-friendly applications and simplified computing experiences at work because they are used
to them in their personal lives.
This has helped usher in the era of “bring your own device” (BYOD) to work for many organizations, which allows
companies to improve employee satisfaction with their computing and communication devices and policies and
potentially save company costs by eliminating redundant devices. However, this has also introduced significant
challenges to companies in terms of data security, privacy, and existing employee self-service software
applications, and thus severely affects unified HR support and service delivery.

The Workforce has Changed
Against this backdrop of dramatic operational flux in the workplace, the very nature of the workforce has changed.
With five generations currently working, demographic shifts over the next decade mean companies will have to
adjust to people with significantly different career plans, priorities, capabilities, and expectations of employment.
As a result, workers’ relationships with companies in terms of day-to-day support as well as services throughout
their tenure as contributors will also have to change.

4

State of the Outsourcing Industry 2013: Executive Findings. HfS Research, April 2013.
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Work
In 2014, many organizations are still catching up in terms of how they support the workforce in light of the
globalization, virtualization, and consumerization trends mentioned above. Yet compounding these challenges
there are significant generational and skills gaps in organizational leadership as senior executives and seasoned
contributors retire, and remaining managers have more direct reports and less time to provide daily coaching,
decision support, and formal guidance on where to focus worker efforts to drive business results.
This growing lack of leadership and development resource comes at a time when talent, skills, and educational
gaps widely exist already. The United Nation’s specialized agency, the International Labor Organization (ILO),
reports that the level of skills mismatch in developed economies is high, with nearly one in five workers worldwide
5
not adequately suited to available jobs, a higher number than for most of the last decade.
The ILO notes, “many factors... influence skills demand and supply, including for example the level of economic
development of a country, technological change, demographics and mobility of workers. At the same time, the
extent to which skills supply and demand are successfully being matched is a major factor shaping economic and
6
labour market outcomes, economic growth, productivity and competitiveness.”
The pace of change today affecting all of these factors is such that chief HR officers (CHROs) have to keep a laser
focus on the nature of the work that employees are doing and ensuring that they are investing in the right
development and support to reach an optimal match on an on-going basis. As discussed in the next sections, while
HR has many competing priorities, failing to match the right work to the right workers at the right time can also
effect the day-to-day engagement and productivity of every worker and ultimately top and bottom line business
results.

Life
The global and virtual nature of work is such that many people are truly never “off the clock” any more as they can
check in via mobile device or need to connect with colleagues in dramatically different time zones. While there are
positives to these developments in business, including sharing economic prosperity to emerging regions and
allowing workers the flexibility to address personal commitments during traditional office hours, it has ratcheted
up the need for companies to be more concerned with respecting employees’ personal time.
In fact, governments increasingly regulate hours worked, such as France, which legislated a 35-hour work week in
1999. Most recently, a French worker federation representing a quarter of million technology and consulting
workers agreed to an “obligation to disconnect communications tools” after an employee has worked a 13-hour
7
day, which garnered immediate and widespread media attention.

5

th

The Key Indicators of the Labour Market (KILM), 8 Edition. International Labour Organization, December 2013.
Ibid.
7
France's 6pm e-mail ban, The Economist, April 14, 2014.
6
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The United States is also getting involved in addressing businesses taking unfair advantage of workers’ time. In
March of this year, US president Barack Obama signed a memorandum directing the US Labor Department to
devise new rules to make more workers eligible for time-and-a-half pay for their extra hours of work or classifying
8
them as “non-exempt” from overtime.
Indeed, working “overtime” is a real trend. One in three respondents to the HfS survey of nearly 5,000 workers
worldwide reported working 40 hours a week or more. At the same time, virtually the very same number reported
9
being engaged and productive less than half the time they are working.

Balance
Clearly there is a real issue at hand in business to make effective use of labor today. The root of the challenge is for
companies to make sure workers’ time on the job is focused on meaningful tasks and eliminate the non-value
added activities that may take time away from those differentiating activities as well as workers’ personal lives.
The reality is that more and more workers fail to see value in investing their time and efforts with any firm for a
long period anymore for a variety of valid reasons, given little return for their sacrifices and company loyalty in
recent times. Citing frustrations with many business areas – including disparate HR systems and service support –
the majority (75%) of respondents to the HfS Power to the People study admitted they are actively or passively
looking to leave their companies in the next 2 years.

8

U.S. Labor's Perez details Obama's overtime rules overhaul, Reuters, March 18, 2014.
Power to the People: Practical Perspectives on the Workplace. A Global Study on Employee Engagement across the Extended
Enterprise. HfS Research, December 2013.
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Exhibit 2 Three out of Four Workers are a Retention Risk
Are you considering leaving your current position?

Actively
looking to
leave asap
21%

Plan to stay
with my
company
25%

Plan to look
next year
16%
Plan to look
in 2+years
13%

Passively
looking to
leave
25%

Source: HfS Research, Note: N=4,754
This should make a unified, simplified, satisfying employee experience a CHRO’s number one priority.
As the economy opens up, companies that have not seriously addressed this experience and ensuring employees
achieve balance – in their day-to-day workloads of administrative and meaningful business tasks, in professional
and personal time – face tremendous potential disruption to their businesses.
It is worth noting that recent academic research has shown that this very concept of balance could eliminate a
pervasive social issue: gender pay inequality. Harvard Business School economist Claudia Goldin has done analysis
that shows “the gender gap in pay would be considerably reduced and might vanish altogether if firms did not
10
have an incentive to disproportionately reward individuals who labored long hours and worked particular hours.”
Goldin identified that roles such as pharmacists, in which a professional set of tasks can be done by a similarly
qualified professional and where workers are not penalized for reducing their workloads or taking part-time work
(because their tasks can be effectively done by another) are the ones with the greatest pay parity. In HfS’s mind,
this is the ultimate outcome of respecting and enabling an employee experience that delivers true work-life
balance.

10

A Grand Gender Convergence: Its Last Chapter. Goldin, Claudia. Harvard University, NEBR.
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This should cause all companies concerned about equality and worker welfare to consider what tasks are people
being asked to do that could be done more easily or perhaps done by another? Would this provide these people
greater work life balance or at least allow them to spend their work time on the tasks that truly differentiate the
business?
Just as companies experienced watersheds in new business growth by focusing on their customers’ experience –
examining all the touch points they had with clients and resourcing and developing those areas where customers
achieved the most value – they now have an opportunity to do the same with employees. HR needs to own and
actively design a superior “customer” experience for workers or increasingly face dissatisfaction and defection.

Limitations of HR Today
Unfortunately, HR has been struggling with other issues, plagued by compliance-driven duties and reactive, risk
clean up tasks as business forged ahead into new areas of the world with little awareness of government
regulations or workplace policies. These distractions cannot be accepted as its true mission.
Of note, the HR function in business evolved with the industrial revolution as farm workers and tradesmen
replaced by mechanical automation joined formal business organizations. Governments increasingly regulated how
these companies could enlist and treat people; the people also needed very real support in terms of development
and deployment as business conditions changed, and economic opportunities opened up in new locations.
Fast forward 100 years and the information age today dictates a whole new set of skills for the modern workforce
as well as HR, which has struggled to break out of its compliance role and demonstrate strategic value to
businesses. However, regulatory obligations are only increasing in many areas, such as the Affordable Care Act in
the United States, compulsory personnel change reporting in Latin America, ever-more demanding works councils
in Europe, and emerging issues around ethics and expansion in Asia, compounding CHROs’ challenges with new
global dimensions.

Obsolete HR Approaches
In looking at the tools HR has to deal with these challenges, the portfolio is not pretty. In addition to the plethora
of payroll approaches mentioned above, few companies have a singular core HR information system (HRIS) that
can report who actually works for them today, let alone more sophisticated data required for operating globally
such as employee language skills, career aspirations, and willingness to relocate.
Ironically, HR often led the adoption of self-service software applications in businesses in order to get more of this
talent data, but the solutions available focused on the traditional “hire-to-retire” lifecycle, with applications
developed to address discrete process steps – primarily hiring, performance management, and learning – that
today look outdated given the dramatic workplace and workforce changes in play. HR has also struggled with ongoing mergers and acquisitions and business divestitures, which end up adding redundant systems or legacy
applications to maintain, and this dynamic nature of modern business is not likely to change.
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It must be noted that many companies – realizing they were outmatched keeping up with these HR obligations
globally – sought to outsource workforce support areas of the business with mixed results, often because they did
11
not think through the business processes, technology enablement, or end-user impact at the time. As many
companies found severe limitations and customer backlashes from poorly thought-out and executed outsourcing
in key functions like customer service, HR is now actively coming under similar scrutiny for the poor “customer” or
employee experience today.

Systems Integration and Data Privacy
To make progress in this mess without completely abandoning existing system investments, HR professionals and
their IT colleagues are now struggling with a major by-product problem of the proliferation of best of breed
software including SaaS applications: integration, access, and security. HR is particularly challenged because it
deals with highly sensitive and personally identifiable information (PII).
Data privacy laws, including elements addressing the basic fact that an individual is even an employee of a
particular firm, are starting to impact how companies can collect, store, process and share information on who
works for them and where. This puts another onus on HR at a time it needs to be advocating for a more relevant,
enabling, and empowering employee experience, but supports the argument for an employee experience so
simple and centralized employees cannot help but comply.
While many tout frequent SaaS upgrades as the solution to improving employee experience, HfS research shows
the top concerns of SaaS adopters are that their employees cannot keep pace with the changes and that
integrations they have made from their HR systems will break with every new release. These issues add additional
operational complexity to providing technology and information around HR processes and systems, while needing
to address fast and easy access for workers, that again argues for an employee-centric, unified touch-point driven
approach.

Demands on Workforce Outside HR
Finally, it must be said outside of the HR realm itself, workers are facing constant change – in term of their
personal computing devices, day-to-day office applications, and the proliferation of SaaS in other functional areas
such as procurement, travel booking, expense reimbursements, and overall information technology support. All of
these areas increasingly rely on some form of self-service to reduce business costs.
However, influenced by consumer experiences such as Google and Apple, workers are craving simplification and
expecting powerful computing capabilities on the back end of systems to help them find information and execute
tasks effortlessly. The lack of a cohesive, consistent and common-sense singular employee experience across the

11

Multi-tower Human Resources Outsourcing (HRO): Rewards, Remuneration, and Recognition – The Foundation of Workforce
Support Services. HfS Research, February 2014.
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enterprise – let alone for HR-related activities on their own – has impacted much of the actual cost-take out that
many business initiatives involving self-service adoption were predicated on.
Overwhelmed with too many options and obligations, employees simply opt out. Companies must then add to
their lost opportunity costs, missing or long drawn out returns on their other business “improvement” investment
initiatives.

New Opportunities for Value
Given the considerable challenges facing
companies today in supporting and serving the
workforce, HfS has identified a series of
workforce-centric service delivery principles that
are resonating in the marketplace. Based on
multi-disciplinary
research
in
business
operations, outsourcing, and technologyenablement, we share specific anecdotes to
illustrate positive progress companies are seeing
from taking a unified employee-enablement
approach to doing business. One predicated on
delivering value and employee “customer”
satisfaction.

Standardization & Simplification
As discussed above, the average large enterprise today has dozens of
systems and service providers in place in the HR domain alone, not to
mention finance, purchasing, sales, marketing, IT, and other business
specific functions. Globalizing companies may add a multiplier to this
number as M&A activity and solutions in the local language and regulatory
environment may have dictated duplicative approaches to the same
business process.

“What we were doing before in
HR was costly, people didn’t like
their jobs, they weren’t doing
high value work, and could not
help with company strategy…”

Companies are realizing this is not only costly but confusing. From the employees’ perspective, the increase in
global roles means they often must interface internally with more than one system. Time is then spent aggregating
data from these disparate systems into spreadsheets and then having to maintain different versions and updating
data.
More strikingly, however, if employees have the opportunity to work in different regions, they complain of the lack
of consistency in both the tools they are asked to use as well as the differences in underlying HR processes or
policies (or the contradictory explanations of these that may get in different areas.) HfS research shows that one of
the most highly desired “benefits” of working in a large company today – particularly among the more mobile
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generations Y and empty-nest Baby Boomers – is to get a global
assignment, so this issue is only going to become more acute.

“Companies are realizing you

For this paper, HfS spoke to a 100,000 employee, 100+ year old
pharmaceutical company that had been relying on 26 different systems
worldwide in HR. It is now consolidating, including going from 17 different
payrolls to one, and reinvesting the cost-savings in a single global common
HR portal, establishing regional centers of excellence with personnel
expertise, and re-focusing HR staff and efforts on workforce planning and
development execution.

but some things require the

can move a lot to self-service,
human touch – otherwise you
need a lot of training,” said one
13-year veteran of HR
outsourcing and service delivery.

“What we were doing before in HR was costly, people didn’t like their jobs, they weren’t doing high value work,
and could not help with company strategy,” said a former regional business head tapped to lead an HR
transformation initiative in support of the company’s global growth objectives. “We wanted to set up employee
service centers to support staff and went outside because outsourcing that made sense, we didn’t have the
expertise in house and [the service provider] could bring us the systems and standardization we need to be
successful.”
A global financial services company growing rapidly though merger and acquisitions in emerging regions reported
stripping down its employee HR administrative services and support to a single contact point approach. Simplifying
the employee interaction was the driving strategy to achieve user adoption as well as information dissemination
accuracy and compliance. Outsourcing serves as the “relief valve” on the day-to-day pressures that precluded HR
from focusing on more strategic HR issues like evaluating M&A talent implications.
“Everything we are doing strategically and tactically starts with the customer… we have a single dial number. I
don’t care which vendors we use, who we outsource to, if you do work inside, all the employee has to do is know
one number. They call that number, they ask a question, and it gets appropriately routed,” said the senior vice
president, global HR shared services for the 200+ year old bank. “When you look at our business and how it was
growing… when we would acquire, we just kept adding conglomerations of systems and needed to hire more [HR]
people. We want a truly global organization. We didn’t have a scalable model and it was an expensive model. So
our outsourcing employee support was not a cost play, it was to get standardized, scalable, and leverageable. ”

Productivity & Performance
Outside of making HR more productive and relevant to the business, many companies are explicitly focusing on
providing employee-centered support services that allow their workers to stay focused on their work and driving
business results. For example, an energy company with high-demand engineers in company cars going to work
sites is giving these workers personal HR service through high-touch centralized phone support when they have HR
questions.
Some companies are bringing workforce support staff right into the work environment, whether it be a shop floor
or retail store. Because people-oriented HR professionals can use remote or mobile technologies like tablets
themselves, they can come better prepared to support workers questions, concerns, or compliance issues in a
singular yet personalized experience.
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Compliance, data integrity, and fairness come into play as well. For example, in the Netherlands, an individual’s
travel allowance changes depending on where they live. It would be quick and simple for an employee to update
his or her own address, but if this requires proof of residence because it affects a benefit or payout, is it better to
have the documentation mailed in, validated, and entered by a specialist?

Opportunity & Ownership Costs
Going back to our Introduction, companies must also ask what is the value of the worker’s time they are
interfacing with and updating administrative systems when they could or should be doing more revenuegenerating, customer-facing activities that drive top-line growth and business expansion? Many organizations are
already very lean as they eliminated jobs during the recession (and may have taken advantage of outsourcing
many back-office functions already) so remaining staff really need to focus their time on what will make a
difference to the business.
It must be noted that total IT costs of traditional HR service and support software systems have traditionally
involved the initial application license, annual maintenance costs (upwards of 20% of the cost of the initial sale),
hardware costs, software security costs, and other IT costs such as dedicated department, devoted staff, and likely
contractors brought in where technology skills were scarce. There is also the cost of company personnel time to
manage these disparate HR and other enterprise application portfolios, develop business cases for upgrades, and
then update the systems and user adoption programs if and when new version deployments are approved.
Another cost wildcard is the degree of customization and integration required to other systems, which can be
quite high with HR applications, particularly core HR systems storing personnel data that is used to maintain the
12
access and security of other systems. While HfS is the first firm to say that SaaS is not a panacea for HR , SaaS
supported by a centralized services group with ability and commitment to shepherd businesses through the initial
change to SaaS – as well as the ongoing innovation that results from constant application development and
deployment – is the likely answer to delivering both HR cost-efficiency and a compelling employee experience
today.

12

A New Workday is Upon Us. HfS Research, February 2014.
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Recommendations
Like many changes in the business world, often the new process/policy/program pendulum swings too far to one
side and companies find that the best solution lies somewhere in the middle. This is proving true for HR service
delivery as companies understand when, where, and why self-service technology works and for whom, and
similarly when to supplement service delivery with the right back-end solutions, business staff, and third-party
professional support.
Overall, a centralized, simplified, even singular employee touch point solution whose success is measured by
employee satisfaction with the service – or “ESAT” – seems to be the logical resolution. In fact, just as many
organizations have been transformed by new customer satisfaction measurement approaches such as the “Net
13
Promoter Score,” they are poised to gain much from engendering new loyalty from their employees.
Indeed, HR has an opportunity now to re-orient itself to the noble role of advocating for the worker and that
includes the employee experience across the enterprise, not just in HR functions. There should be no shame in
letting go of administrative, transaction-oriented, compliance-driven traditional HR tasks that are almost
unreasonable for anyone but specialists to understand and implement consistently and constructively in every
country of the world today.
For HR to rise to the challenge of truly being talent and workforce subject matter experts able to advise the
business on when, how, and why to use different types of labor and where in the context of business strategy and
development, it must consider partnerships to support new technologies and the changes that come along with
them. Given the likely hybrid of company staff and third party service firms, HfS offers the following
recommendations for working in this environment based on our observations and discussions with the forerunners
of new employee-centric global HR and workforce transformations:

» Find the relief valve. To reorient HR and the expectations of HR to
an employee-experience delivery perspective, companies have to
make sure basic operations run smoothly. It may be contact center,
payroll, or HRIS systems (or all three) that are the biggest pain
points needing immediate relief, but a company cannot and should
not wait for an entire big bang transformation to start addressing
the very complex, interrelated, and constantly-changing issues
discussed above. Figure out a way to streamline and simplify basic
core HR service delivery so the hard work of understanding and
advocating for the overall employee experience can begin.
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A company cannot and should
not wait for an entire big bang
transformation to start
addressing the very complex,
interrelated, and constantlychanging issues.

The Ultimate Question. Fred Reichheld, Harvard Business Review Press, 2006.
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» A portal or single center solution can help. Few companies can
start from scratch with a new global HR infrastructure that replaces
all employee self-service and solutions. However, a revamp of the
company’s existing intranet or a central employee service center
with single sign-on or contact support on can go a long way to
reorienting workers to where they need to be, who can accurately
answer questions and advise, and what they need to do to be most
productive and efficient interacting with the administrative systems
and their HR and workforce related questions and tasks.

Few companies can start from
scratch with a new global HR
infrastructure that replaces all
employee self-service and
solutions.

» HR is the employee experience. HR should not be defined simply as a function, shared service, or even set
of outsourcing relationships, but whatever and however employees interact with the business to get work
done. Increasingly workers will expect different avenues of interaction based on their preferences, but in
the short term any way that a company can communicate it cares about the employee and is responsive
to questions or concerns, even through traditional modes like phone and email, will deliver the right
impression.

» Design and define it. To help drive new employee experience based approaches in the business, use a
formal assessment of the current employee experience as the catalyst for change. Marketing
professionals were able to advocate for a better customer experience once they had data points that the
existing experience or CSAT was poor – HR has to get data in hand that can support the story that
significant change and consummate investment and resources is needed in their very own operations or
senior executives won’t believe it actually applies to them. Employee engagement survey results can be
one data source, but make sure you are asking questions relevant to the employee’s actual experience
not some abstract touchy-feely concepts around working for your firm.

» Consider joint team building. Companies cannot overlook their
own operational readiness to be able to deliver on a new
commitment to employee experience, nor forgo day to day
responsibility to the business to make sure what they are doing is
compliant and relevant to strategy and outcomes. Shifting the
perception of HR as well as its impact on the business is all about
change management and companies will have to build cultures of
teamwork inside the business as well as stretch those across the
extended enterprise in service provider partners to deliver the new
singular experience.

Companies will have to build
cultures of teamwork inside
the business as well as stretch
to those across the extended
enterprise in service provider
partners to deliver the new
singular experience.

» On-site is not outrageous. The pendulum of everything going to virtual work simply because it can (with
all things digital and mobile), is also swinging back to center and companies have to consider if providing
in-person or at least unified person-based support to workers best supplements the self-service and
remote support they can provide to employees today. As more and more work and worker regulations
require data privacy, discretion, and delicate decision-making, having a face-to-face conversation may be
the best thing to build trust and loyalty.
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» Make ready for robots. Emerging robotics-driven data processing is likely to be helpful in enhancing the
employee experience by making it easier for companies to ingest documents and data needed by HR
processes and programs today that have recently relied on employees inputting themselves. Robotic
routines will also help build and maintain data quality, given current lack of back end integrations and
multiple interfaces, which could alleviate a lot of worker system frustration as well as challenges in
workforce data analytics.

» Get sign offs for savings. Improving the employee experience can quite often be self-funded from
transforming a series of separate solutions and software into a singular new experience for employees by
eliminating redundant systems and staff, but make sure that business leaders affected by the change
acknowledge where those savings are coming from their budgets and that the monies are centralized or
recouped accordingly.

» Be vigilant. Once savings are signed off on, watch out for business-based scope creep to retain less
effective approaches, particularly administrative personnel being reclassified as “project managers.” “The
business is very clever to hide things,” said the pharma executive leading his firm’s HR transformation.
Another global company HfS interviewed for this research is doing a time study audit of its HR staff after it
outsourced employee contact support: it has found its HR people are still spending 1,000 hours a month
on activities that the streamlined employee contact center staff was contracted to perform. Companies
also need to be attentive about training and developing HR folks themselves to deliver more value added
support and service.

» CSAT – or ESAT – is the ultimate HR SLA. As more and more firms embrace the concept of the employee
experience as key to HR service delivery, “customer” satisfaction scores and service level agreements to
deliver CSAT will determine if companies have made a successful transformation to supporting their
workers. Just as companies want to know if their customers would recommend them to others, they
should want to know if employees would recommend working there. With third-party Internet sites such
as Glassdoor.com asking these types of questions of employers in the public sphere, it’s absolutely time
for companies to take employee satisfaction and recommendations much more seriously.

Key Takeaways
While many have lamented for ages that HR needs to be strategic – both inside and outside the profession – the
complex and converging issues outlined above should serve as the crucial call to action to reorient HR around fully
supporting the employee to finally make it relevant to driving business outcomes. The time is now to invest in both
the workforce and workforce-enabling services to drive business expansion and economic growth and prosperity.
In closing, Benjamin Franklin’s advice that time is money holds true indeed in both the literal and figurative senses
when companies consider both the opportunity cost of a poor employee experience that saps productivity each
day and contributes to higher turnover or disengagement through a consensus that the company does not care
about its workforce.
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Like the discovery of lightning in a storm, true business progress and innovation require the right conditions that
spark valuable human collaboration and creativity contributions. Companies should consider if enabling a truly
supportive and satisfying employee experience is the key.

Methodology
HfS founded its Global Workforce and Talent research practice to investigate new ways to gain business value from
more relevant and rewarding human resources (HR) or workforce-related software, services, and support
operating models.
A key hypothesis of the research is that improving the employee experience on the job in terms of day-to-day
enablement – as well as in on-going support in consuming the benefits that employers provide the workforce – will
significantly contribute to top line growth. This is likely achieved through improved workforce productivity,
enhanced employee commitment, and prioritized time and efforts on delivering results, including customer
satisfaction.
To outline the challenges and opportunities facing businesses in embracing an employee experience perspective,
HfS drew upon a number of primary research studies conducted on global operational models, outsourcing, and
front-line worker perspectives. Each of these works is cited as referenced in the study and available through
www.hfsresearch.com. Secondary academic and media references are also identified throughout the paper with
links to sourced content available on the Internet active as of May 1, 2014.
HfS also conducted a series of interviews with HR and service delivery professionals familiar with the issues facing
businesses and HR today, including practitioners involved in implementing global HR service delivery through
internal (“captive”), external (“outsourced’), and hybrid combinations of these service offerings to organizations.
The overall research aim is to provide the contextual data and coherent insights needed to help similar business,
HR, sourcing, IT, and governance leaders to reach common understanding and gain alignment to undertake
initiatives to improve the employee experience. We also provide actionable advice to help drive the substantial
change involved in teams and organizations demanding and deserving new models of business support in the
future.
We would like to extend special thanks to NGA Human Resources for recognizing the significance of the employee
experience, its support of this study, and providing access to its subject matter experts and customers. Additional
“Employee Experience” related information curated by NGA can be found at www.ngahr.com/emplex.
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